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If you are completely happy with your current doctrinal beliefs and feel that the view you currently

hold of God is correct in every detail, then put this book down now. It is not meant for you. Why?

Because if you read The God Yeshua Knew all the way through to the end, you will never look at

your religion - or our heavenly Father - in the exact same way again. There are some bells that

cannot be unrung; some songs that cannot be unsung, and some journeys that cannot be unbegun.

The God Yeshua Knew is one such bell, song, and journey. After finishing The God Yeshua Knew,

you will either love what you find because you will recognize the TRUE Heart of your Father, or you

will hate what you read because it challenges your current paradigm. But the one thing you will not

be is indifferent. Ronald Reagan once said, "The future does not belong to the light hearted. It

belongs to the brave." Are you ready to be brave?(THIS BOOK HAS THE SAME CONTENT AS

"THE GOD JESUS KNEW", BUT USES THE NAME "YESHUA" INSTEAD OF "JESUS".)
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I am a Messianic Jew, an ethnic Jew who has found Yeshua the Messiah. I don't know the god you



know because he is NOT the G-d of the Tanach. Don't waste a divine on this book, nor a moment of

your time. This author does not believe that G-d gave Moshe the laws of animal sacrifice but claims

the words of the Torah were inspired by pagan practices. The life us in the blood. Yeshua shed his

precious blood to atone for the sins of the world.You have accepted another gospel and another

Yeshua. Fortunately, this book is so convoluted, poorly written and filled with guesses and historical

errors that it isn't likely to lead anyone astray. I can certainly tell by how few of the books twin (same

book with Jesus in the title rather than Yeshua) received three reviews. Let me guess, yours, your

mom's and your husband's. G-d will indeed use this book, to demonstrate how true the real Gospel

is when it speaks of false teachings in the last days.

It was this book that completely changed my relationship with God and myself. I was head-long on a

destructive course of self-hatred, nihilism and hopelessness because I believed I was a "sinner" that

didn't deserve God's love. I was only three-years old when I was introduced to the lie that I was a

bad girl that needed the blood of a good man (Jesus) to cover me from..."sins" I had yet to commit. I

will never forget crying my heart out as the innocent, playful little girl that I was suddenly became

terrified of the God I instinctively knew (as good and loving) all because my mother wanted me

"saved". Reading this book was a miracle for me (a miracle being a change in my thinking/mindset).

For the first time in many years I allowed myself to open my heart to the REAL Creator and also to

myself - a woman that God loves without judgment or condition! I am loved just because I am His

child! The only "sacrificing" God requires is for us to drop the belief that we are bad, evil, corrupt and

deserving of hell. My love and gratitude to Serena for being a catalyst in my life for love, genuine

spirituality and faith, and self-acceptance! You won't regret reading this!

Well written and thought provoking, disturbing and interesting at the same time, it confirmed what I

was learning on my own and gave me even more to check into. Finding this book was an answer to

prayer!
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